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Abstract
Reliability is an important software quality parameter. In this research for computation of
software reliability, component reliability model based on SPN would be proposed. An
isomorphic markov chain is obtained from component SPN model. A quantitative reliability
prediction method is proposed. The component reliability value is calculated according to the
transition cumulative probability distribution of markov chain, obtained from the software
SPN model. By means of reliability prediction of the whole software, we'll introduce CRMPN.
In CRMPN states are component reliability model and transition are marked with components
reliability. With this research more complex software could be simplified and reliability of the
software could be evaluated effectively. An example is provided for demonstrating the
feasibility and applicability of our method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Software Reliability is the probability of failure-free software operation for a specified period
of time in a specified environment [IEEE, 1983]. With the widespread use of object oriented
systems design and development, the use of component–based software development is on the
rise. Modern programs can no longer be treated as monolithic entities, but are likely to be
made up of thousands or millions of little parts distributed globally, executing whenever
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called, and acting as parts of one or more complex systems. Thus predicting the reliability of
an application earlier in the life cycle, taking into account the information about Its
architecture, and the testing and reliabilities of its components, is essential. In this paper we
propose an approach for modeling and quantifying software reliability in software design
phase, using stochastic petri net and markov chain concepts. Then we'll present an extended
petri net- component reliability model petri net for reliability evaluation of the whole software
system. Based on analyzing the petri net structure and relation between component three
models are developed and reliability formulas are provided from reduction operation of petri
net.
1-1 Related work
Quantitative analysis for software non-functional properties has gained great attention for
several decades. Some previous reliability properties analyses are based on markov model [3,
4, 8]. So they are lacking of the ability of express parallelism, synchronizations, confliction
and preemption.
To overcome shortcoming of markov chains, petri nets are advised to model and quantifying
software nonfunctional parameters [1, 2, 5, 6 , 7,9]
2-Study roadmap
Fig1 shows the roadmap for our study. A component of software is modeled by a SPN. The
reachable graph under an initial marking can be gotten. From reachable graph, corresponding
makov chain can be extracted. Using the existing technique [8], the cumulative probability
distribution can be evaluated for states. Cumulative probability distribution is used for
quantitative prediction of software's failure or success probability. We will introduce CRMPN
To show the relation between components and make reduction of the net.
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Supposing we have component based software

Reliability assessment of software component
1- Modeling component using SPN

2- Mapping component SPN model to a markove chain
3-Reliability analysis using markov
Obtaining transition probability matrix
Evaluating cumulative transition probability matrix
Reliability is probability of being in success state

Reliability evaluating of software using CRMPN

Fig1. Study roadmap
2-1 software component reliability assessment
We will follow these three steps for component reliability assessment
Component reliability modeling using SPN
Suppose that each component may fail. And the failed component can be repaired through
some techniques. A software system is composed by several such components. Supposing
that a component’s failure and repair action probability density functions are negative
exponential with rates λ and µ respectively.
Fig.2 demonstrates a reliability evaluation model of a component C i . The transition tfi
represents a failure on the component. The attack rate is λ. Each token appears in the place
pfi, named fail place (FP), and denotes that the component Ci has been failed. After being
failed, repairing action should be taken, such as rebooting. The transition t ri represents the
repairing action after being failed. The rate of the exponential distribution associated with
the firing of transition tri is µ. When the place tei has a token, it indicates that the component
has been executed successfully.
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Fig2. SPN component reliability model
Mapping SPN model in to a markov chain
As reachable graph of the SPN component reliability model is isomorphic to markov chain,
fig.3 will be obtained.

Fig3. Markov chain of the SPN component reliability model
Reliability analysis using markov
By means of reliability prediction using markov chain, we should evaluate the probability of
being in success state. So, we follow these steps:
1-computing state transition matrix
Supposing that we have a markove chain isomorphic to the SPN model, and the states
number of markov chain is n. Let Q = [qij ] , 1≤ i, j ≤ n , represents states transition matrix.
qij is defined in Eq. (1).
qi

j

 lab le v alu e i  j

  k
lab le v alu e

 j 1

And there exists an arc for i to j
There are k arcs depart form i

Eq(1)

The state transition matrix of the model can be obtained:
   
Q 

   

2- Evaluating reliability
By means of reliability prediction, Cumulative probability distribution should be gotten
from state transition matrix. Eq(2) will be obtained:
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Eq(2)

This linear first order differential equation system can be solving by Laplace transform. So,
we have Eq(3):
f0 

s
f 0
And f 1 
s  s   s
s
2

With reverse Laplace transform Eq(4) will be obtained:
P0 
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 e  (    )t
And P1  1  (    e
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As reliability is probability of being in success state;
RT= P0
And Eq(5) will be obtained for reliability of a component:
RT=


 e  (   )t Eq(5)

 
 

Fig4 shows the reliability measure as a function of t, where λ, µ are set to be 0.02, 0.01
respectively. As is shown, the reliability monotonically decreases as time passes. Because
the longer the time is, the greater the probability that component fails.

Fig 4. Component reliability measure as a function of t
3- Evaluation of whole software using CRMPN
CRMPN is expanding of general petri net that has component reliability model instead of
state and transitions are marked by reliability of each component.
Definition 1: formally, CRMPN can be defined as 4 tuples, CRMPN (CRM, TRI, P, M) where:
(1) CRM is finite sets of SPN component reliability models, ∀s : s∈S
(2) TRI is finite sets of transitions.

(3) P : TRI →RC , is the reliability mapping.
(4) M : P→IN 0 , is the initial marking.
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The flow relation of petri net presents the dynamic action of software [2]. Just because
transition own component's reliability in CRMPN, software reliability can be evaluate
through analyzing the transitions. Fig 5 shows CRMPN.

TR1
CRM1

TR2
CRM2

TR4
CRM4
CRM3

TR3

That is equal to:

Fig 5. A CRMPN
Theorem 1. For any reachable marking M, there is a transaction sequence t1, t2, t3, …tn
enables that M0 [t1> M1 [t2 >M2 [t3 >…M[tn, i.e. ∀M ∈R (M0) , ∃σ ∈T* σ →M0 [σ > M
[11],[12].

From theotrm1, it’s learned that when system runs form state M0 to M, software reliability
is decided by the transaction sequence σ which it experienced[2].

Software components connection relation
The relationships among components can be directly depicted by TRI s in CRMPN model.
There are three typical relations among components in CRMPN, i.e. sequential relation,
choice relation and merge relation. Each kind of relation can be denoted by an operator, and
computation of reliability could be defined.
1. Sequential relation
In sequential model, the whole software reliability relies on each component in the
sequence. Any failure component will lead the collapse of whole software.
Definition 1: For a CRMPN composed of n sequential components, the reliability of whole
net is the reliability product of all of these sequential components. Then,
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n

RT  RC 1  RC 2   RCn   RCi
i 1

where Rci is the reliability of component i.
2. Choice relation
When component are in choice relation, one of these component will be chosen according
to some policies. So, reliability for system consisting of components in choice relation could
be defined as follows:
Definition 2. For a CRMPN composed of n components in choice relation, the reliability of
whole system can be obtained as follows:
1 n
 RCi
n i 1
where Rci is the reliability of component i.
RT  RC 1  RC 2  RCn 

3. Merge relation
For merged components, the target status could be got by any components. Only when all of
these components were failed, would the system be out of operation. Therefore, it’s
reasonable to define the reliability of the system composed of components in merged
relation as following manner:
Definition 3. For a CRMPN composed of n merged components, the reliability of whole net
can be obtained as follows:
n

RT  RC 1  RC 2   RCn  1   (1  RCi )
i 1

where Rci is the reliability of component i.
Priority of operator
In a complex software, components relation discussed above usually appear with combined
form. So the priority should be defined for these relations. Let R×,R||,R⊕ respectively
represent the priority of sequential relation, choice relation and merge relation, then the
follows is held:
R× > R⊕ > R||
Following this component relation priority rules, one could get the way to calculate the
reliability of CRMPN model just like mathematical calculation. Fig 6 shows these relations.
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Fig 6. Software component relations in CRMPN
4-Example
Fig 7 shows a CRMPN model for a software system. Model can be simplified by relation
rules.
TR1
CRM1

TR2
CRM2

TR4
CRM4
CRM3

T
TR5 R3

CRM

TR5=TR1× TR2

TR4
CRM4
CRM3

TR6=TR5⨁ TR3

TR6
CRM

TR3

TR4
CRM4

TR7

TR7=TR6× TR4
RT=RT7= (((TR1×TR2) ⨁TR3) ×TR4)
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Table1. Components reliability obtained by Eq(3)
T

TR1

R

1
 e  ( 1 1 )
 1
1  1
1  1

TR2

2
 e  ( 2 2 )
 2
2  2
2  2

TR3

3
 e  ( 3 3 )
 3
3  3
3  3

TR4

4
 e  ( 4 4 )
 4
4  4
4  4

Now, by replacing each components reliability in its corresponding TRi , reliability of whole
software system will be obtained.
5-conclusion
In this paper we present an approach for evaluating whole software system based on SPN
and markov chain concepts.
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